
 

 

 

Secrets of Home Theater says the Envy 

Extreme MK2 is "Unmatched" and 

provides "Superb motion processing with 

MotionAI" 

We're thrilled to share an exciting update with you. Our flagship product, the 

madVR Envy Extreme MK2, has received outstanding praise in this brand new 

review from the well-respected Secrets of Home Theater & High Fidelity 

publication by the esteemed Chris Eberle. 

 

This positive feedback affirms our unwavering dedication to providing you, our 

valued customers, with the ultimate immersive video experience for your home 

theater, with non-stop innovations such as MotionAI. Each supportive review, 

including last month's review earning the Envy ProjectorCentral's 5-Star Editor's 

Choice, strengthens our resolve to continually innovate for you at the forefront of 

our mission. 
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The Secrets of Home Theater review praises the Envy Extreme MK2 for its 

impeccable engineering, superb build quality, future-focused features, HDR tone 

mapping, superb MotionAI motion handling without the soap opera effect, and 

excellent customer support from the madVR Labs team. Here are some standout 

quotes from their glowing review: 

 

“The madVR Envy Extreme Mk2 Video Processor brings premium video quality to 

your theater or media room. It enhances HDR content, corrects color, and handles 

de-interlacing & scaling far better than even the best display can. It also 

includes MotionAI processing, currently in the Alpha test phase, that makes all 

content look better without the dreaded soap opera effect.” 
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“madVR offers excellent support that includes remote login (with the user’s permission 

of course) to handle any questions that might arise.”  

 

“It’s extremely tweakable and you can save these settings to profiles specifically for 

Motion AI. This is a very powerful feature and once you get it to your liking, you’ll wonder 

how you lived without it.”  

 

“The image stays super clean and free of tearing or judder. There’s even a split-

screen mode for side-by-side comparisons. I was told there are plans to add 4K 120Hz 

support to MotionAI which will be great for watching sports.”  

 

“When compared to HDR not processed by the Envy, the improvement ranges from 

subtle to dramatic, but in all cases, the Envy’s HDR just looks better. The detail is 

richer and more textured and the picture pops in a way that no display can equal on 

its own.”  

 

“Not only was the HDR presentation improved, but I could add a little extra motion 

resolution with MotionAI and still preserve the filmic look.”  

 



 

“If you are looking for the ultimate in adjustability and video fidelity, the madVR Envy 

Extreme Mk2 is unmatched. It’s a premium purchase to be sure but it also has no 

competition. Nothing else I’m aware of can do what it does and once you’ve seen it 

in action, you’ll want one too.”  

 

“The resulting video quality simply cannot be replicated by any other product I’m 

aware of. Its MotionAI processing is superb, and it does the best HDR tone-mapping 

I’ve yet seen. Build quality is as good as it gets and the ability to upgrade the core 

video board is a huge plus. The software is well-engineered and well-designed for easy 

setup and use.” 

  

Read The Full Secrets of Home Theater Envy Extreme MK2 Review  
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Watch these A/B comparisons to see how MotionAI delivers a truly next-generation 

experience for motion handling on this 146" Samsung Wall TV!  

See MotionAI in action in this video showing A/B comparisons  
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View high-res images of the MK2 case and backlit remote (coming soon)  

 

Introduction to the MK2 Series Guide  

 

 

Let's Be Social :) 

 

Please join madVR Labs on our official YouTube, Instagram, LinkedIn, and TikTok social 

media platforms and follow us there for all things Envy. Now with over 2,000 followers 

across our social channels - thank you for your interest and support. 
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Find An Authorized Envy Dealer Near You  

 

 

Quick Links: 

 

- Secrets of Home Theater Envy Extreme MK2 Full Review 

- ProjectorCentral Envy Extreme MK2 Full Review 
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- Learn more about the Envy MK2 Series 

- High-res images of the Envy MK2 Case and Backlit Remote  

- Envy MK2 Series Specification Sheet 

- Envy MK2 Series Product Brochure 

- Envy MK2 Press Release 

- Where To Buy?  
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